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FOREWORD

The Clinical Officers Council (COC) is mandated with the regulation of training, registration 
licensing and practice of Clinical Officers in Kenya. One of its regulatory tools is the 
examination policy. The development of this examination policy was necessitated by the 
need to put in place quality assurance checks in the training and qualification of Clinical 
Officers. 

Regulation of training is one of the main functions of the COC and the development 
of these examination guidelines will ensure that graduates of the programme meet 
expected levels of competence. This policy is therefore, geared towards making sure 
that the graduates released to the public can competently provide the highest quality 
of healthcare to Kenyans as enshrined in the Constitution of Kenya 2010. These policy 
guidelines provide for the standardized criteria for assessment for all graduates trained 
from the various institutions in Kenya. The guidelines also provide for those who train 
outside the country and those who hold equivalent qualification from other countries and 
would like to  practice in Kenya.

The aim of developing this policy is to set minimum national standards for administration 
of  COC examination. In keeping with set standards, Clinical Medicine students and training 
institutions are required to familiarize themselves with this policy  and guidelines and any 
other regulations that may be issued by the Council from time to time. 

Prof. Simon Kangethe
Chairman, Clinical Officers Council
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PREAMBLE

The Clinical Officers Council has been functioning as a regulatory body established under 
Cap 260 of the Kenyan Laws since 1989. Over the years, the Council has been conducting 
assessments for graduates trained in foreign countries.  The Council had not been assessing 
graduates from Kenya Medical Training Institutions prior to 2009. 
 
With the rapid expansion of the COC training programme and the need to standardize 
the training and qualification of Clinical Medicine graduates, the Council in 2009 planned 
and administered pre-internship examinations to candidates who passed their college 
examinations, regardless of where they trained. This has continued without very clear 
guidelines on the examination and the target groups. 

This policy therefore, stipulates the type of examination, test items to be used in 
assessing the graduates and the target groups. It also spells out the composition of the 
COC examination board and its mandate in ensuring a smooth process for planning the 
examination from setting to declaration and dissemination of results to candidates and 
training institutions. The process of appeal, special and supplementary examinations have 
also been provided in this document.  The policy explains the roles of invigilators and 
other persons involved all the stages of the examination precess. The policy has several 
appendixes as guidelines for every examination activity for the candidates and examiners. 

This document therefore, spells out guidelines that ensure effective and efficient 
examination administration process at the Clinical Officers Council as well as at the 
examination centres. This policy address issues of examination processes and quality 
assurance checks that ensure the integrity of this assessment. 
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LIST OF ACRONYMS
BScCMCH Bachelor of Science in Clinical Medicine and Community Health

CAR  Candidates Attendance Register

CEB  Council Examination Board

COC  Clinical Officers Council

DCM  Diploma in Clinical Medicine

HOD  Head of Department

M T/F  Multiple True/False questions

MCQs  Multiple Choice Questions

OSCE  Objective Structured Clinical Examination

PEPFAR President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief

USAID  United States Agency for International Development
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Answer Sheet: A form or a template used by a candidate to enter MCQs and Multiple T/F 
responses.

Appeals: An application made by a candidate who is dissatisfied with his/her results after 
declaration.

Check List: Comprise of a scoring criteria against a task e.g. Clinical Assessment Form.

Clinical Assessment Supplementary Examination: This is a clinical assessment given after 
six months clinical attachment, to a candidate after failing two prescribed supplementary 
examinations.

Direct Entry: Students who join BSc. programme without a basic Diploma in Clinical 
Medicine.

Emergency Paper: An examination that is set aside to be processed and administered at 
rapid intervals as the Council may determine.

Entry Examination: An examination  meant for people trained and licensed outside Kenya 
for purposes of  qualification to be registered as Clinical Officers.

Long Essay Questions: Questions that require the candidate to apply learned knowledge 
on analysis, synthesis, relations and known procedures to new situations.

Mature Entry: Students who join BSc. programme and registered with COC after their 
basic diploma or higher diploma training.

Multiple Choice Questions: Questions that contain a stem and multiple options of which 
one is the correct answer.

Multiple True/False Questions (Questions (M T/F): Questions that contain a stem and 
multiple options in which the examinee indicates whether each option is true or false. 

Paper I:  A paper that is composed of two (2) essays short questions in each subject 
(Medicine, Surgery, Paediatrics, Reproductive Health, Community Health and Health 
Services Management).

Paper II:  A paper that is composed of forty (40) MT/F and sixty (60) MCQs.

Pre-Internship Examination: Is an examination given to a candidate who have completed 
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basic training in Clinical Medicine (Diploma and BScCMCH) within or outside the country 
and seeking registration.

Re-entry Examination: This is  the examination given to a practitioner who for some 
reason, had been de-registered, suspended or found to be incompetent by the Council 
and is required to be registered.

Re-marking: It is the marking of a previously marked script by an examiner identified by 
COC examination board after a successful appeal. 

Short Essay Questions: Questions that require candidates to recall specific names, facts, 
skills, symbols and basic knowledge.

Special Examination: An examination administered to candidates who miss the main 
examination due to plausible reasons such as sickness or any other reason acceptable to 
COC training committee.

Supplementary Examination: This is an examination given to a candidate who has failed 
the first attempt of the pre-internship examination.



1COC Examination Policy Guidelines

Introduction1
1.1 Background Information

The Examination Policy Guideline is one of the regulatory tools for COC. The development 
of this examination policy was necessitated by the changes that have taken place in the 
health sector, provisions of the Constitution of Kenya 2010, Leadership and Integrity Rules 
and Regulations of 2012 and the Clinical Officers Act Cap 260 of 1989 that have made 
provisions that directly impact on healthcare delivery by Clinical Officers. 

Regulation of training is one of the main functions of the COC and there is need to maintain 
highly competent Clinical Officers at all levels. This policy is therefore geared towards 
making sure that the graduates released to the public are competent to be able to provide 
the highest quality of healthcare to Kenyans as enshrined in the Constitution of Kenya 
2010. The policy is designed to ensure quality assurance assessment for all graduates 
trained from the various institutions in Kenya, those who train outside the country and 
those who hold equivalent qualification from other countries and would like to practice 
in Kenya.

The aim of this policy is to set minimum national standards for COC examination. In keeping 
with set standards, Clinical Medicine students and training institutions are required to 
familiarize themselves with this policy and any other regulations that may be issued by the 
Council from time to time.  Any breach of the policy will constitute examination malpractice. 

1.2 COC Vision

Competent and Responsive Clinical Officers.

1.3 COC Mission

To ensure Standardized Training, Registration and Licensing of Clinical Officers.

1.4 COC Core Values

As a Council we are dedicated to espousing I-CARE as the guiding principle:

Integrity: Straightforwardness, truthfulness and uprightness are an integral part of our 
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operations.

Customer-focused: Consistently endeavour to create enduring relationships with our 
customers; in so doing our approach goes beyond standard social health care principles 
and makes their input an integrated and formalized part of service delivery.

Accountability: Endeavour to act in a transparent, unambiguous, predictable and 
understandable manner in our businesses. We will remain accountable to our stakeholders 
and will acknowledge responsibility for our actions and decisions.

Respect: Being polite, friendly and concerned with our customers; with no regard to status 
or personal preferences but approach our work as guided by principles of fairness and 
non-bias to all people from diverse backgrounds.

Ethical: Competent and uncompromising service delivery is exuded in every facet of our 
work. We reward merit amongst colleagues while applying the most appropriate skills and 
competencies to serve our customers. We apply the same ethics and ethos with all our 
stakeholders.

1.5 Policy Purpose

The purpose of the policy is to provide for quality assurance process in planning, 
management  and administration of COC qualifying of examination.

1.6 Target Persons

The target persons include: 
i. Diploma in Clinical Medicine and Surgery graduates from within and outside 

Kenya.
ii. BSc. in Clinical Medicine and Community Health graduates from within and 

outside Kenya (Direct and Mature Entry).
iii. Physician Assistant, Associate Clinicians, Assistant Medical Officer, Medical 

Licentiate, Medical Assistant, Clinical Practitioners, holders of BSc. in Clinical 
Medicine Ophthalmology and Cataract Surgery.

iv. Any other persons who may be deemed qualified by COC.

1.7 Scope of the Policy

The policy covers examination guidelines for candidates who have graduated from 
accredited institutions with Diploma and Degree in Clinical Medicine within and outside 
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Kenya wishing to undergo internship for registrations as a Clinical Officer. It also covers 
any other person in the same level wishing to practice in Kenya.  



4 COC Examination Policy Guidelines

2.1 Type of Examinations

The types of examinations covered by the policy guidelines include:
i. Pre-Internship Examination.

NOTE: A candidate who fails to do pre-internship examination within one year after basic 
training shall be required to go for COC clinical attachment for six months before sitting 
for pre-internship examination. 

ii. Entry Examination.
iii. Re-entry Examination.
iv. Special Examination.
v. Supplementary Examination.
vi. Clinical Assessment Supplementary Examination. 

NOTE: Examinations (i - v above) shall comprise of Paper I and Paper II 

2.2 Assessment Tools

The assessment tools shall comprise of Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs), Multiple True/
False, Short structured essay questions, Long essay questions, Problem based questions, 
Extended matching questions, Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE) and Check 
list. 

2.3. Exam Eligibility Criteria

For one to be eligible for the exam, they need to meet the following criteria:
i. Hold a Diploma in Clinical Medicine and Surgery.
ii. Hold a BSc. in Clinical Medicine and Community Health (Direct and Mature 

Entry).
iii. Be a Physician Assistant, Associate Clinicians, Assistant Medical Officer, Medical 

Licentiate, Medical Assistant, Clinical Practitioners, hold a BSc. in Clinical Medicine 
Ophthalmology and Cataract Surgery.

iv. Candidates must have paid examination fees two (2) months before the 
examination date.  

Policy Guidelines2
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v. Any other persons who may be deemed qualified by COC.

2.4. Examination Board

2.4.1 There shall be a Council Examination Board (CEB) composed of  Secretary (who is the 
COC Training and Education Officer), Chair of training committee (as a member) and three 
other members appointed by the training committee. The Chairman of the examination 
board shall be nominated by members appointed by the training committee.

2.4.2 Functions of the examination board;
i. Manage the administration of exams.
ii. Advise the Council on annual examination timetables.
iii. Oversee the production and distribution of examination materials to all centres. 
iv. Prepare an annual calendar for all examinations in which candidates will be 

involved and communicate regularly with colleges/universities concerning 
events and deadlines.

v. Ensures that candidates are informed and have understood all aspects of the 
examination timetables.

vi.  Provide and confirm detailed data on estimated entries of the candidates.
vii. Identify examination centres.
viii. Organize, recruit, orientate and monitor a team of exam invigilators responsible 

for the conduct of examination.
ix. Identify makers and external examiners for approval by the training committee.
x. Supervise the marking process. 
xi. Oversee the safely of all examination papers and marked scripts.
xii. Make budgets and account for income and expenditure for all examinations 

costs and charges.
xiii. Analyse, prepare and present the results and recommendation to the training 

committee for declaration. 
xiv. Disseminate examination results to candidates and training institutions.
xv. Receive appeals/remarking requests from the Registrar and act on them.

2.5 Setting, Moderation, Preparation of Marking Scheme and Banking of Examination

i. The COC examination board shall identify examiners who shall set questions and 
prepare their marking schemes and email the questions to the COC examination 
board.
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ii. Setting and preparation of the marking scheme shall be done at least three 
months before the examination commencement date. 

iii. Every examiner shall set sixty (60) MCQs, forty (40) multiple T/F, twenty (20) 
short essay questions.

iv. The secretary to COC examination board shall receive and secure examination 
scripts in an examination data bank.

v. The examination board shall identify examination moderators for every subject 
who shall be approved by the training committee.

vi. The COC exam board shall identify a venue where the moderators shall convene 
for moderation of the set scripts and their marking schemes.

vii. Moderated questions shall be stored in examination data bank with requisite 
measures in place.

viii. COC examination board shall retrieve moderated questions and compile to form 
a set of two papers (each composed of paper 1 and Paper II) two days before the 
day of production.

ix. One set of the papers compiled shall be produced and the remaining set shall 
be kept in COC exam data bank as an emergency paper.

2.6 Production, Packaging and Postage of Examination

2.6.1. The examination board shall produce the following examination items:
i. Paper I .
ii. Paper II.
iii. MCQ answer sheet.
iv. Multiple True/False answer sheet.
v. Candidates examination attendance register.
vi. Invigilators reporting form.
vii. Paper II answer booklet.
viii. Examination card.
ix. Evaluation forms.

2.6.2 The exam shall be packed in examination bags and put in a tamper proof polythene 
bag.

2.6.3 The packed examination shall be correctly labelled as per the specification on the 
envelope.

2.6.4 Postage of all examination materials to the examination centres shall be done by the 
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contracted courier services a day before rehearsal.

2.6.5 The examination materials shall be received by the chief invigilator for safe custody 
at the nearest Clinical Medicine Training Institution.

2.7 Administration of Examination

2.7.1 Rehearsal and verification of candidates shall be done a day before the start of the 
examination (Refer to Appendixes I, II & III).

2.7.2 Invigilation: Invigilator-candidate ratio shall be 1:25 excluding the chief invigilator 
(Refer to Appendix I: Invigilation guideline).

2.7.3 Collection of scripts (Refer to Appendix I: Invigilation guideline).

2.7.4 Sealing, certification and postage (Refer to Appendix I: Invigilation guideline).

2.8 Receiving and Storage of Examination at the Marking Centre

The exam board shall receive, verify and store the exam materials from all examination 
centres.

2.9 Marking

i. The Council Examination Board shall appoint the examination markers and 
external moderators and give stipulated instructions (Appendix IV: External 
Moderators Instructions and Appendix V: Markers Instruction). 

ii.  External moderators shall have access to all marked scripts and they shall sample 
a third (1/3) of the marked scripts and re-mark using a green pen and submit a 
final report to the exam board.

iii. Marking shall commence as soon as the examination scripts are received by the 
Council Examination Officers and this process shall be completed within two 
weeks.

iv. The Council written examination shall be marked within the Council premises or 
any other premises designated by the Council for that purpose.

v. The markers shall review the marking scheme and the marking shall be carried 
out against a developed marking scheme for each question and submit a report 
about the marking process.

vi. The Council examination board shall ensure that all the marked script scores are 
entered in the consolidated mark sheet.
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vii. The Council examination board shall enter, analyse and grade the results ready 
for presentation to the training committee for declaration.

viii. The examination shall be graded as Pass (P) or Fail (F). 
ix. A candidate shall be deemed to have passed if he/she scores ≥ 50 in the 

examination.

2.10 Declaration of Examination Results

i. The chair of the training committee shall convene a meeting that shall comprise 
of the COC training committee members and the COC examination board 
members for purposes of declaration of results.  

ii. The chair of the Council Examination Board shall present the examination report 
and analysed examination results to the members of training and examination 
committee.

iii. The declaration committee shall discuss the report and analysed results for 
adoption and declaration.

iv. The consolidated mark sheet containing the final results, of all candidates, shall 
be signed by the Registrar or the Chairman of Clinical Officers Council.

v.     The Council shall in  its’ seating declare the results received from this committee.

2.11 Dissemination of Examination Results

2.11.1 The examination board shall disseminate the results through the COC website and 
to individual training institutions via e-mail and post hard copies.

2.11.2 All candidates shall be given a copy of their individual results.

2.12 Appeals and Re-marking

i. If a candidate is dissatisfied with the results he/she has a right to appeal to the 
registrar in writing within two weeks of declaration of the results.

ii.  Appeals shall only be considered if they comply with the appeal process.
iii. Appeals shall be considered by the training committee. 
iv. The outcome of the appeal shall be communicated to the candidate in writing 

within one week from the time of appeal.
v. Upon successful appeal a candidate shall be required to pay a re-marking fee as 

specified by COC.
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vi. If the decision to re-mark is made, paper I and paper II shall be re-marked.
vii. The examination board shall identify makers for re-marking.
viii. Re-marking shall be done within five weeks after declaration of examination, at 

COC premises.
ix. A candidate is deemed to have passed a re-marked paper if he/she scores ≥ 

50%.
x. Results shall be posted to the COC web site after they have been certified/

approved by the training committee.
xi. A candidate shall be allowed to appeal only once per examination, thereafter a 

re-appeal shall not be allowed.

2.13 Special Examination

i. Special examination shall be given to candidates who miss the main examination 
due to plausible reasons such as sickness during examination time and any other 
reason acceptable to COC training committee.

ii. A special examination shall comprise of paper I and paper II.
iii. A candidate is deemed to have passed a special examination if he/she scores ≥ 

50%.

2.14 Supplementary Examination

2.14.1 Any candidate who attains less than 50% in the Council examination shall re-sit a 
supplementary examination. (Only two supplementary examinations are allowed within 
one calendar  year (May and September).

2.14.2 Any candidate who fails the two supplementary examinations in one year shall be 
required to undergo a six months attachment in a high volume hospital, after which he/
she will undertake a clinical assessment.

2.15 Clinical Assessment

i. A candidate who fails the prescribed supplementary shall be required to undergo 
a six months  clinical experience attachment at a health facility recommended by 
COC, upon payment of Clinical Assessment Fee (CAF). 

ii. The candidate shall be required to rotate in all the departments and their log 
book signed by the respective departmental heads. 
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iii. The candidate shall be attached to a mentor who shall provide a written monthly 
feed back to COC and be signed off after the specified period.

iv. The candidate shall undergo a clinical assessment in all six departments. 
v. A candidate is deemed to have passed a clinical assessment if he/she attains 

≥50% in each of the assessed clinical areas.
vi. A candidate who fails to attain a score ≥ 50% in each of the clinical assessment 

areas shall NOT be registered by COC. 
vii. A candidate who fails to undergo a clinical assessment after failing a 

supplementary examination shall NOT be registered by COC.

2.16 Monitoring and Evaluation

i. The COC training committee shall carry out an annual evaluation on the 
implementation of these policies.

ii. This examination policy shall be reviewed from time to time and not later than 
three years.
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Appendices3
APPENDIX I: INVIGILATION GUIDELINES

1. Only candidates with official COC examination card shall be allowed in the examination 
room.

2.  No person other than the chief invigilator and the invigilators shall be allowed into 
the examination room except with permission from the chief invigilator.

3. A functional clock should be placed where candidates can see and the invigilators 
should update the candidates every 30 minutes and shall be informed that no extra 
time is allotted for, at the end of the examination.

4. A candidate, on entering examination hall must proceed without delay, to the place 
which the candidate is directed by an invigilator. The candidates must comply with 
all conditions.

5. No candidate found to be drunk, disorderly or cause any disturbance, shall be 
allowed into examination room.  

6. Candidates shall not commence writing until the invigilator has given permission.
7. Candidates are required to be seated 15 minutes before the examination starts. 
8. The sealed examination bags shall be opened in the presence of the candidates on 

the date and time stated for the examination.
9. The chief invigilator shall start all examinations in accordance with COC guidelines.
10. A candidate shall not be allowed in the exam hall thirty (30) minutes after the start 

of the examination.
11. Candidates shall sign an attendance register at beginning and when handing in the 

answer scripts for every examination.
12. The Invigilators shall supervise the examination process.
13. Invigilators shall frequently walk around the examination room in order to detect 

and discourage misconduct.
14. Invigilators shall not be allowed to read newspaper, mark scripts, work on laptops 

and phones. 
15. Collection of scripts begins at the end of examination time.
16. Invigilators shall not be allowed to leave the examination room until when the exam 

is over and have collected and sealed the scripts.
17. No candidate shall leave the examination room before the stipulated exam time 

elapses. 
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18. At the end of examination time all candidates shall stop writing, confirm that they 
have written their examination numbers, assemble answer booklets, fasten them 
together with a tag provided if more than one, stand up and remain standing 
until  when the invigilator has picked the answer booklets or score sheets, and the 
candidate  signs out.

19. Candidates who engage in examination malpractices i.e. use of unauthorized books, 
manuscripts or other extraneous aids or communicate with any person other 
than the invigilator/examination supervisors, shall be disqualified from the whole 
examination and shall be liable to any other punishment as deemed necessary by 
the examination board. The candidate and the invigilators shall write statements 
stating the type of examination malpractice and both shall sign it.

20. Mobile phones and personal electrical devices shall not be allowed in the examination 
hall.

21. Candidates are required to only use the official stationary provided and unused 
stationary must be returned to the invigilators.

22. Candidates shall not remove any materials from the examination room.
23. No candidate shall be allowed to move around the room during the stipulated 

examination time. 
24. The chief invigilator shall make a report on any candidates who is unable to continue 

with the examination due to a specific illness or state.
25. If any examination paper is suspected to have leaked, the paper shall be cancelled 

and replaced with another paper of the same standard within 14 days. 
26.  The invigilators shall exercise such powers as are reasonably necessary to ensure the 

proper and efficient conduct of the examination. 
27. Invigilators shall not enter into argument or debate with a candidate for any 

instructions given to the candidate. 
28. Invigilators may require any candidate present in the examination room to provide 

COC index card to detect malpractice.
29. Any candidate who must visit the toilet/washroom or has a special need must 

organize with the invigilator before the start of examination and must be escorted if 
that need arises.

30. Invigilators shall not edit examination unless instructed by COC examination board. 
31. Invigilators shall instruct candidates to respond to questions as set and shall not 

provide answers to questions relating to the content of examination.
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APPENDIX II: CANDIDATES INSTRUCTIONS

1. Candidates should present their examination cards to prove their candidature before 
entering the examination room.

2. Candidates should be seated 15 minutes before examination time.
3. All candidates should read and adhere to the examination instructions.
4. Any candidate who must be visit the toilet/washroom or has a special need must 

organize with the invigilator before the start of examination and must escorted if 
that need arises.

5. No papers, books, mobile phones and other electronic devices should be brought 
into the examination room.

6. Candidates should bring their own pens, pencils, rubbers, rulers and calculators.
7. Candidates should not write their names or name of their training institution on any 

answer paper.
8. Candidates should enter their exam number on the space provided in the answer 

booklet, answer sheet and attendance registers.
9. Candidates should correctly number their questions.
10. Candidates who shall use more than one answer booklet shall fasten them together 

with a tag.
11. A candidate found cheating shall be immediately withdrawn from the examination 

and the relevant documents (what the candidates was found with, candidates 
question paper/answer sheet, candidates statement and invigilators statement) sent 
to COC examination board.

12. All candidates MUST write ALL their official names and sign the Candidate Attendance 
Register (CAR) during and upon submission of their examination scripts to the 
invigilator.
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APPENDIX III: ACTIVITIES FOR THE REHEARSAL DAY

1. Meeting with chief invigilator and invigilators.
2. Venue preparation.
3. Organize sitting arrangements for the candidates.
4. Introduction of invigilators to the candidates.
5. Verification of candidates and Clinical Officers Council exam cards against attendance 

register.
6. Briefing candidates about the expectation during the examination (Appendixes I & 

II: Invigilators and candidates instructions).
7. Sort out any pending matter.
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APPENDIX IV: EXTERNAL MODERATORS INSTRUCTIONS

1. There shall be moderators for the set questions and for the marked scripts.
2. Instructions for Moderators of Set Questions:

a. The moderators for set questions shall be appointed by the COC examination 
board for the relevant speciality and approved by the training committee.

b. Moderators shall convene at an identified venue by COC examination board.
c. Moderators shall have access to all the set questions and marking scheme in 

their relevant speciality and come up with recommendations.
3. Instructions for Moderator Markers:

a. The moderators for marked scripts shall be appointed by the COC examination 
board for the relevant speciality and approved by the training committee.

b. The COC examination board shall appoint the same team of moderators who 
moderated the set questions.

c. The moderators for each programme shall sample a third (1/3) of the marked 
scripts and mark using a green pen.

d. The moderators shall submit a written report to the examination board 
immediately after their exercise.
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APPENDIX V: INSTRUCTIONS FOR MARKERS

1. Markers are expected to read and adhere to these instructions.
2. Integrity is an important requirement for being a marker (ref: COC Act Cap 260, 

Chapter six of Kenyan constitution 2010 and code of ethics)
3.  Review and understand the marking scheme and the scoring criteria.
4. The marking scheme shall be applied faithfully and accurately and the marker should 

sign against the final score of the question marked for paper I.
5. Markers shall mark ONLY ONE ESSAY questions for all the candidates at a time.
6. Markers shall utilize TICKS [√] and WRONGS [X or α ], and no other comment on the 

scripts.
7. The marker shall count and record the final score accurately.
8.  The chair of the COC examination board reserves the right to transfer answer scripts 

from any marker to another should circumstance dictate.
9. Markers are not allowed to carry away answer scripts or bring in any unauthorized 

materials to the marking room.
10. All marking MUST be done in the specified rooms at the marking centre.
11. Any information acquired during the marking exercise is highly classified. Such 

information include; content of scripts, identities of candidates and marks awarded 
to their scripts and identities of training institution.

12. Markers shall take great care to ensure that no scripts are lost, misplaced or left 
unmarked.

13. Markers are required to utilize the stipulated time set by COC examination board.
14. The marker shall not delegate any of the marking duty allocated to them without 

permission of the chairperson of the examination board.
15. Failure to adhere to these instructions shall result in disciplinary action taken against 

the marker as per COC disciplinary policy.
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APPENDIX VI: INVIGILATORS REPORTING FORM
    

BLUE VIOLETS PLAZA      P.O. Box 19795
2ND FLOOR SUITE                                                                              NAIROBI
KINDARUMA   ROAD                                                                       Tel; 0725705144 

COC PRE-INTERNSHIP EXAMINATION INVIGILATORS FORM

Note: This form is to be filled by the invigilators and submitted to the council with the 
examination scripts.

EXAMINATION VENUE………………………………………………………………………………….
CHIEF INVIGILATOR’S NAME ………………………………………………………………………...
INVIGILATORS NAMES
1 ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
2 ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
3…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
4…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

TOTAL NUMBER OF CANDIDATES ………………………………………………………………
The examination invigilators are expected to provide information to the council on the 
following areas:
Preparation of the examination halls ……………………………………………………….....................………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………................................................…………………

1. Communication to the candidates about examination dates …………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

2. Communication about examination dates by the council …………………………………....... 
.………………………………………………………………………………………………………..........................……

3. Communication to the invigilators ………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………...........................................…

4. Identification of registered candidates on rehearsal day ………………………………..……… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..........................
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5. Availability of invigilators ……………………………………………………………………………………….. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………......

6. State of examination on arrival and safe custody ……………………………………………..…… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………….....…………………….

7. Examination starting time ……………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...........…..

8. Any examination malpractices ……………………………………………………………………………..… 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...……… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...…………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………........................…..

9. Areas that need classification and improvement ………………………………….........…………. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

10. Corrections made ………………………………………………………………………………………………...…
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...…… 
………………………………………………………………………..........................................................................

11. Recommendations for the future …………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 
……………………………………………………………………………………………............................................... 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

12. Any other general observation …………………………………………………………………………….…
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...…… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...……
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

 THANK YOU FOR YOUR CONTINUED SUPPORT
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APPENDIX VII: CANDIDATES ATTENDANCE REGISTER (CAR) 

CAR shall be generated from the council after the candidates have paid the prescribed 
fee and chosen the examination center.
Examination centre.................................................... 

SNo Candidate Name Index No Exam 
Number 

Paper  
(I or II) Sign in Sign out

Invigilators Name ...........................................................Signature  .......................................

Date  ..............................................................

Comments.............................................................................................................................................................. 
.................................................................................................................................................................................... 
....................................................................................................................................................................................
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APPENDIX VIII: MONITORING AND EVALUATION TOOL 

Scale: Very poor - 0, Poor - 1, Good - 2, Very Good - 3, Excellent - 4  

SNo Areas Candidates Ratings (Mark with a Tick)
1 2 3 4

1. Venue of exam
2. Communication
3. Payment procedure

4. Examination (coverage, 
relevance and setting)

5. Invigilation
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APPENDIX IX: COC SUPPLEMENTARY EXAMINATION LOGBOOK

CLINICAL ATTACHMENT FOR SIX (6) MONTHS 

Name in full-------------------------------------------------------------Index No ------------ 

Discipline
1. Medicine (4 weeks) --------------------------------- From---------------- To--------------
2. Paediatrics (4 weeks)-------------------------------- From---------------- To--------------
3. Surgery (4 weeks)----------------------------------- From---------------- To--------------
4. Obstetrics/Gynaecology (4 weeks) ----------------- From---------------- To-------------- 
5. Community Health/HSM (4 weeks)---------------- From---------------- To--------------

Signature---------------------------------------- Date ----------------------

Official Stamp ---------------------------------------------------------------

CLINICAL COMPETENCIES

A. MEDICINE

CLINICAL SKILLS  
- 4 weeks

NO. 
EXPECTED

NO. 
PERFORMED SCORE REMARKS NAME/ 

SIGNATURE
MEDICINE
1. Patients 

history taking, 
recording, and 
presentation

15

2. Perform clinical 
examination 
and interpret 
findings

15

3. Request and 
interpret 
laboratory/ 
radiological 
investigation.

15

4. Prescribe 
and explain 
treatment 
to patients/
clients

15
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MEDICINE PORTFOLIO 

Take history, perform physical examination, request and interpret laboratory 
findings, make diagnosis and manage medical conditions

SERIAL 
NO. DIAGNOSIS INPATIENT NO SUPERVISOR 

COMMENTS DATE NAME/SIGN

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Overall supervisor’s assessment key
Points 4 = A= Excellent

3 = B = Good
2 = C = Satisfactory
1 = D = Unsatisfactory

Name of County/Hospital -------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Medicine
Name of Consultant/ In charge of department ...................................................................................... 
....................................................................................................................................................................................
Date.....................................................................  Signature...............................................................................
Candidate’s self-evaluation comments.......................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................................
Signature............................................................  Date........................................................................................
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B. PAEDIATRICS AND CHILD HEALTH 
 

CLINICAL SKILLS 
- 4 weeks

NO. 
EXPECTED

NO. 
PERFORMED SCORE REMARKS NAME/ 

SIGN
PAEDIATRIC AND 
CHILD HEALTH
1.   Take, record and 

present paediatric 
history

15

2. Perform clinical 
examination and 
interpret findings

15

3. Request and 
interpret 
laboratory/ 
radiological 
investigations.

15

4. Diagnose, 
classify and 
manage common 
neonatal/infant/ 
childhood 
diseases and 
conditions as 
per the national 
guidelines

15

3. Demonstrate 
competency in 
the use paediatric 
national protocol 
on drugs

15
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PAEDIATRIC AND CHILD HEALTH PORTFOLIO

Take, record and present detailed paediatric history, perform clinical examination, 
request and interpret laboratory/radiological investigations and manage 
paediatric cases competently.
SERIAL 
NO. DIAGNOSIS INPATIENT NO SUPERVISOR 

COMMENTS DATE NAME/SIGN

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Overall supervisor’s assessment key
Points  4 = A= Excellent

3 = B = Good
2 = C = Satisfactory
1 = D = Unsatisfactory

Paediatrics
Name of Consultant/In charge of department ..................................................................................... 
................................................................................................................................................................................... 
Date ................................................................ Signature................................................................. 

Candidate’s self-evaluation comments....................................................................................................... 
....................................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................................................................
Signature.................................................................. Date .................................................................. 
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C. SURGERY 

CLINICAL SKILLS 
- 4 weeks

NO 
EXPECTED

NO 
PERFORMED SCORE REMARKS NAME/

SIGN
1. History taking, 

recording & 
presentation

10 Cases

2. Perform 
complete physical 
examination & 
interpretation of 
findings

10 Cases

3. Request & 
interpret 
laboratory & 
radiological 
investigations

10 Cases

4. Diagnose & 
manage surgical 
& orthopaedic 
diseases/ 
conditions

10 cases

SURGERY PORTFOLIO

History  taking, recording & presentation, perform complete physical examination & 
interpretation of findings

SERIAL 
NO. DIAGNOSIS INPATIENT NO SUPERVISOR’S

COMMENTS DATE NAME/ 
SIGN

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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7.

8.

9.

10.

Overall supervisor’s assessment key
Points  4 = A= Excellent

3 = B = Good
2 = C = Satisfactory
1 = D = Unsatisfactory

Surgery
Name of Consultant/In charge of department........................................................................................ 
.................................................................................................................................................................................... 
....................................................................................................................................................................................
Date............................................................... Signature...............................................................

Candidate’s  self-evaluation comments...................................................................................................... 
.....................................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................................
Date............................................................... Signature...............................................................
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D. REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH 

CLINICAL SKILLS
- 4 WEEKS

NO 
EXPECTED

NO 
PERFORMED REMARKS SIGN SCORING

1.
Take detailed 
RH history and 
presentation

10 cases

2.

Perform 
complete physical 
examination and 
interpretation of 
findings

10 cases

3.

Request and 
interpret 
laboratory/
radiology 
investigations

10 cases

4.

Diagnose and 
manage normal 
and abnormal 
pregnancy

10 cases

REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH PORTFOLIO

History Taking, Physical Examination, Laboratory Investigations and Follow–Up of 
Patients.
OBSTETRICS

S/NO DIAGNOSIS OUT / INPATIENT 
NO.

SUPERVISORS 
NAME DATE NAME / 

SIGN
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GYNAECOLOGY

S/NO DIAGNOSIS OUT / INPATIENT 
NO.

SUPERVISORS 
NAME DATE NAME / 

SIGN

Overall supervisor’s assessment key
Points  4 = A= Excellent
 3 = B = Good
 2 = C = Satisfactory
 1 = D = Unsatisfactory

Reproductive Health
Name of Consultant/In-charge of department ...................................................................................... 
.................................................................................................................................................................................... 
Date ...................................................... Signature......................................................

Candidate’s self-evaluation Comments....................................................................................................... 
....................................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................................
Date ...................................................... Signature......................................................
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E. COMMUNITY HEALTH

The candidate should go through rotation/attachment in the relevant areas and  
demonstrate competence at the end of two (2) weeks. 

SNo AREA ASSESSED RATING
5 4 3 2 1

Health outreach/mobile clinics/immunization
Property inspections/outreaches/ mobile clinics
Premises inspection/meat/food handling
Water treatment plants
Sewage and refuse management
Providing health education
Disease prevention and control 

Overall supervisor’s assessment key
Points  4 = A= Excellent
 3 = B = Good
 2 = C = Satisfactory
 1 = D = Unsatisfactory

Community Health
Name of Consultant/In-charge of department ....................................................................................... 
.................................................................................................................................................................................... 
Date ...................................................... Signature......................................................

Candidate’s self-evaluation comments....................................................................................................... 
....................................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................................
Date ...................................................... Signature......................................................
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F. HEALTH SERVICE MANAGEMENT
The Candidate should go through rotation/attachment in the relevant areas and  
demonstrate competence at the end of two (2) weeks.

SNO. AREA ASSESSED
RATING

5 4 3 2 1
Apply financial and supply chain management knowledge 
and skills
Demonstrate professionalism and ability to provide 
medical legal functions

Participate in human resource planning and management

Demonstrate leadership and management skills in health 
service delivery

Apply knowledge, skills and attitude in Health 
Management Information System (HMIS)

Health System Management
Name of Consultant/In-charge of department....................................................................................... 
....................................................................................................................................................................................
Qualifications.........................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................................
Date................................................................ Signature................................................................

Candidate’s self-evaluation comments....................................................................................................... 
....................................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................................
Date ...................................................... Signature......................................................
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APPENDIX X: CLINICAL ASSESSMENT FORMS
(FOR MEDICINE, PAEDIATRICS, REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH AND SURGERY)

Serial Number...................

Name of Candidate.............................................................................. Index No  ...............................

Subject   ........................................................................... Exam Center .........................
Diagnosis..........................................................................
SNo Assessment Area Score

1. History taking and presentation ............................../30

2. Physical Examination ............................../20

3. Diagnosis and DDx ............................../10

4. Management ............................../20

5. Discussion ............................../20

Total Score .........................../100

Examiner’s comments ....................................................................................................................................... 
.....................................................................................................................................................................................
Examiner’s Full Names     Signature

1. .............................................................................  .............................................
2. .............................................................................  .............................................
3. .............................................................................  .............................................
4. .............................................................................  .............................................

COC Supplementary Checklist
for Clinical Assessment
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APPENDIX XI: CLINICAL ASSESSMENT FORMS
(FOR COMMUNITY HEALTH AND HSM)

Serial Number.........................

COC Supplementary Checklist
for Oral (viva) Assessment

Name of Candidate.......................................................................................... Index No .....................

Subject: Community Health and HSM Exam Center 
........................................

SNo Assessment Area Score

Community Health

1. Health outreach/mobile clinics/immunization .............................../20
2. Property inspections/outreaches/mobile clinics .............................../20
3. Premises inspection/meat/food handling .............................../10
4. Water treatment plants .............................../15
5. Sewage and refuse management .............................../15
6. Providing health education .............................../10
7. Disease prevention and control .............................../10

Score ....................../100

Health Service Management

1. Apply financial and supply chain management 
knowledge and skills .............................../20

2. Demonstrate professionalism and ability to provide 
medical legal functions .............................../20

3. Participate in human resource planning and 
management .............................../20

4. Demonstrate leadership and management skills in 
health service delivery .............................../20

5. Apply knowledge, skills and attitude in Health 
Management Information System (HMIS) .............................../20

Score ............................/100
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Examiner’s comments ....................................................................................................................................... 
.....................................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................................

Examiner’s Full Names     Signature
1. .............................................................................  .............................................
2. .............................................................................  .............................................
3. .............................................................................  .............................................
4. .............................................................................  .............................................
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APPENDIX XII: LIST OF CONTRIBUTORS

No. Name Designation Organisation
1. Simon Kangethe Chairman COC

2. Micah Kisoo Registrar COC

3. Nathan Masengeli Council Member COC

4. Philip Mwololo Council Member COC

5. Aggrey Nyongesa Council Member COC

6. Sammy Sabila Council Member COC
7. Daniel Kimwetich Lecturer Nakuru KMTC

8. Annaeciata Njagi Lecturer Thika KMTC

9. Moses Nyawanga Lecturer Siaya KMTC
10. Janet Amanya Lecturer Kakamega KMTC
11. Aswa Violet Lecturer Nairobi KMTC
12. Dominic Marera Lecturer Kabarak University

13. Jimmy Ongori Lecturer Kisii University

14. Benedett Kaprom Lecturer Kabianga University
15. David Njeru Lecturer Egerton University

16. Susan Kimondo Lecturer Mount Kenya University
17. Joseph Ole Kiu Lecturer Kenya Methodist University
18. Abraham Okumu Lecturer St. Mary’s Mission Hospital, 

Mumias
19. Julius Maina Lecturer Port Reitz KMTC

20. Vasco Dominic Lecturer Outspan College

21. Dorcas Wandera DCCO Ministry of Health

24. Gladys Aminga KCOA Member Kenya Clinical Officer Association  
(KCOA)

25. Florence Luganje KCOA Member Kilifi Hospital

26. Mutinda Kissingu CEO COC
27. Eunice Kuria Education and 

Training Officer
COC

28. Jonathan Buturu M&E Officer COC
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No. Name Designation Organisation
29. Kingsley Mudavadi IT Officer COC

30. Salome Mwangi Programme Officer USAID|FUNZOKenya Project

31. Irene Chami Accreditation 
and Compliance 
Manager

USAID|FUNZOKenya Project

33. David Maingi Assistant Director 
Regulatory Systems

USAID|FUNZOKenya Project

35. Mujumba Obwoyere Senior Assistant 
Director Technical 
Education

Directorate of Technical Vocational 
Education and Training (TVET) - 
Ministry of Education Science and 
Technology
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